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Abstract—We contend that context information of Internet
clients can help to efficiently manage a variety of underlying
resources for different Internet services and systems. We therefore
propose a resource distribution framework that provides quality
of experience (QoE) aware service differentiation, which means
that starving clients are prioritized in resource allocation to
enhance the corresponding end-user's QoE. The framework also
actively motivates each Internet client to consistently provide its
actual context information and to adopt moderate competition
policies, given that all clients are selfish but rational in nature. We
analyze the Internet client's behavior by formulating a non-co-
operative game and prove that the framework guides all clients
(game players) towards a unique Nash equilibrium. Furthermore,
we prove that the distribution results computed by the framework
maximize a social welfare function. Throughout this paper, we
demonstrate the motivation, operation and performance of the
framework by presenting a Web system example, which leverages
on the advanced context information deduced by a context-aware
system.
Index Terms—Context awareness, internet services, quality of

experience, resource distribution, World Wide Web.

I. INTRODUCTION

A DVANCES in context-aware computing greatly facilitate
the traditional Internet to capture the end-user's presence

and interaction activities with client-side software or tools. In
general, context-aware computing makes use of various sen-
sors and techniques, e.g., wireless network camera and com-
puter vision techniques, to enable a system to be aware of the
state of the end-user and other relevant context information. The
system then can adapt its operations to the captured context in-
formation with the aim of increasing its usability and effective-
ness. There has been an entire body of research dedicated to
building such context-aware systems [1]. By leveraging on ex-
isting context-aware systems, the Internet could easily acquire
its client's various context information and accordingly further
enhance itself as a user-centric and context-aware communica-
tion system. A number of efforts have been made to introduce
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the context information into the Internet system, especially for
enabling adaptable Web service systems [2].
However, few prior studies consider utilizing the Internet

client's context information to specifically manage the under-
lying resources, particularly if such resource is limited and
subjected to excessive competition among Internet clients.
More explicitly, the context information of Internet clients can
be directly used to help the Internet to differentiate between
clients that are really resource-starved and clients that are just
ordinary resource consumers. Introducing such context infor-
mation into the resource distribution process can help properly
allocate the limited resources to the real starving Internet
clients, and accordingly enhance the end-user's perception on
the performance of the corresponding Internet service, i.e., the
QoE of the end-user.
To aid understanding of our motivation, we take the contem-

porary World Wide Web system as an illustrative example. On
the Web server side, the system process only creates a restricted
number of worker threads to handle the incoming HTTP con-
nection requests, because too many worker threads can easily
cause thrashing in the virtual memory system and consider-
ably degrade server performance. For example, the default max-
imum number of threads in an Apache HTTP Server 2.2 is set to
256. Meanwhile, most Web servers handle their clients equally
by maintaining a first-in, first-out (FIFO) queue and adopt a
fixed timeout mechanism. If a Web system can capture the valu-
able real-time context information, e.g., the end-user is currently
browsing its Web pages or the end-user is distracted by other
irrelevant matters, then the system could allocate the limited
worker threads in an optimal way according to the captured con-
text information.
The streaming media system, e.g., YouTube, can be another

good example. As a popular video on demand (VoD) and video-
sharing system, YouTube mainly adopts the traditional client-
server architecture and leverages on Content Distribution Net-
works (CDNs) [3]. YouTube servers have to handle clients that
normally request multiple clips at a time while demand shortest
buffer delays [4]. Purchase of the uplink bandwidth imposes
substantial costs on YouTube, and such high cost is one of the
main reasons it is acquired by Google in 2006 [5]. Similarly, if a
YouTube system can capture the valuable real-time context in-
formation, e.g., the end-user is watching the specific video clip
and buffering others, the system can provide the corresponding
service differentiation in distributing its expensive uplink band-
width according to the captured context information. The above
two examples show that utilizing the Internet client's context in-
formation holds great promise to help Internet systems to prop-
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erly manage different types of limited resources, which are typ-
ically located on the server side.
On the other hand, another critical issue is to motivate the

individual client to provide truthful and actual context infor-
mation. The Internet client refers to the entity consisting of the
Internet end-user and the client-side software, such as the Web
end-user and the Web browser. The Internet clients are assumed
to be selfish but rational in nature, and therefore they would not
be willing to provide their context information, especially the
negative ones that may lead to fewer allocated resources or a
lower priority. Moreover, the selfish nature results in the In-
ternet clients competing aggressively for any limited resource
over the Internet.
We still take the Web system as a typical example. On the

Web client side, HTTP/1.1 [6] specifies that a single Web client
(Web browser) should not maintain more than two HTTP per-
sistent connections, i.e., concurrently grabbing more than two
worker threads, with any given server or proxy. However, the
selfish Web clients frequently violate this: the Web browser
Firefox 3.6 sets six parallel persistent connections per server and
eight persistent connections per proxy as default parameters.
Similarly, the latest version of Internet Explorer and Google
Chrome also employ at least six parallel persistent connections
per server as default settings. In short, the limited resources, e.g.,
the worker threads and the uplink bandwidth, often faces ex-
cessive competition from selfish Internet clients. Moreover, the
selfish nature prevents them from actively providing their actual
context information, especially the negative ones.
To address the above issues, we propose a resource distribu-

tion framework with three explicit design objectives: 1) provide
QoE-aware service differentiation in allocating limited under-
lying resources; 2) encourage all Internet clients to provide their
actual context information; 3) motivate all Internet clients to
adopt a moderate competition policy. More explicitly, our work
makes four main contributions:
1) Our context-aware vision motivates a new design for allo-

cating limited resources in terms of the significant context
information of Internet clients. The proposed three-step
distribution procedure can be used to evolve a variety of
Internet services and systems.

2) Based on the proposed framework workflow, we first ad-
dress the general design principles for the two indispens-
able algorithms used in the resource distribution process,
and then present corresponding concrete algorithms that
are conceptually simple and widely applicable.

3) We provide theoretical insights of the framework work-
flow, and show that the framework with its associated al-
gorithms can effectively incentivize context sharing and
moderate competition among the selfish but rational In-
ternet clients.

4) We have implemented and tested the proposed framework
on a Web system to validate the framework performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II re-
views the related work. Section III presents the critical and fun-
damental context information deduced by an existing context-
aware system. Section IV provides a novel resource distribution
framework and the theoretical analysis. Section V demonstrates
the framework implementations on an illustrative Web system
and the experimental results. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The ubiquitous computing idea [7] envisioned by Weiser has
evolved to a more general paradigm known as context-aware
computing. The term context refers to any information that can
be used to characterize the situation of an entity that is con-
sidered relevant to the interaction between an end-user and the
application, including the end-user and the application them-
selves [8]. Context information acquisition is the process of cap-
turing and managing the basic context information from het-
erogeneous sensors, and there have been several context infor-
mation acquisition approaches, typically including the middle-
ware based approach, the context server based approach and
the direct sensor access approach [9]. The middleware based
approach uses a method of encapsulation to separate and hide
low-level sensing details, which eases rapid prototyping of a
context-aware system and improves system extensibility and
reusability. The middleware based approach has been widely
adopted in the context-aware system design, and the system nor-
mally consists of the Context Sensing Layer, the Context Mid-
dleware Layer and the Context Application Layer.
In existing context-aware systems, the Internet always serves

as the default long distance data communication carrier, while
limited prior studies consider enabling the Internet to adapt it-
self to the captured context information. The context-awareWeb
service system [2] can be regarded as an attempt in this direc-
tion. The context-awareWeb service systemmainly employs the
end-user's context information to support Web content adapta-
tion [10], communication optimization [11] as well as security
and privacy control [12]. For example, an end-user's preference
information is often used to customize theWeb content in a form
suitable to the client. Different from the prior work that mainly
adjusts high-level Internet services, our work focuses on intro-
ducing the context information into the underlying resource dis-
tribution process. One of our main objectives is to dynamically
assign limited resources to real starving Internet clients, and ac-
cordingly enhance the end-user's QoE.
The ITU Telecommunication Standard (ITU-T) defines QoE

as “the overall acceptability of an application or service, as per-
ceived subjectively by the end user” [13]. The QoE is a joint
consequence of the technical parameters (QoS parameters), the
end-user's communication context information and the charac-
teristics of the network service in use. Brooks et al. [14] propose
a structured assessment approach to QoE with the following
clause:

'

The attributes in the bracket have many possible options:
takes into account the objective

communication context between the end-user and the service;
can be any type of Internet services;
can be a range of different operating

or performance parameters, such as bit rate, delay, etc., and a
more complete list is given in [14]. For ' ,
the Opinion Score scale from 5 to 0 can be employed to de-
scribe the end-user's subjective satisfaction on the performance
of the given Internet service. With such a structured assessment
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Fig. 1. The built middleware based context-aware system for the Internet.

approach, we can describe and measure the end-user's QoE in a
clearer and comprehensive way.
In order to analyze the distribution process of the proposed

framework, the non-cooperative game tool and the Nash equi-
librium concept are used in this paper. As one of themain branch
of game theory [15], the non-cooperative game theory describes
the situation where each selfish player makes decisions inde-
pendently and acts to maximize his own benefit. The outcome
of the non-cooperative game is termed as the Nash equilibrium,
which essentially indicates that no individual player can uni-
laterally improve his payoff/utility given that the other players
adopt the existing Nash equilibrium. One of the important ap-
plications of non-cooperative game theory is to help design the
mechanism that leads independent and selfish players towards a
system-wide desirable outcome [16].

III. KEY CONTEXT INFORMATION

We draw upon the design experience from the middleware
based approach and implement a context-aware system capable
of capturing the context information of Internet clients [17].
The built context-aware system also consists of the Context
Sensing Layer, the Context Middleware Layer and the Context
Application Layer, which are simply depicted in Fig. 1. The
Context Sensing Layer is deployed on the client side with a
number of physical sensors and virtual sensors. Physical sen-
sors are the hardware sensors that capture the information from
the physical environment, such as a Webcam and indoor loca-
tion sensors, while virtual sensors collect data from the oper-
ating system and the Internet protocol stack. For example, the
physical sensor Webcam has been used to track the end-user's
eyes-gaze direction. The mouse movement and the keyboard in-
puts are monitored by the virtual sensors implemented in the
operating system.
Within the Context Middleware Layer, the context inference

engine, or called the context model, performs the context ab-
straction and reasoning task to translate basic context data into
highly abstract and substantive context information, which is
termed as the Key Context Information (KCI). Utilization of
the KCI greatly facilitates building context-aware Internet ser-
vices and disseminating the context information over the In-
ternet. In our context-aware system, two fundamental KCI cat-
egories have been defined:

1) User Communicating State (UCS): The end-user inter-
acts with the specific Internet service and the information
exchange occurs between them.

2) User Inactive State (UIS): The end-user is detached from
the specific Internet service and no information exchange
occurs between them.

The above-defined KCI covers a wide range of interaction
scenarios. For example, an Internet end-user browsing the Web
page will be translated into the User Communicating State
with the corresponding Web service; the end-user's attention is
distracted away from the Web page will be translated into the
User Inactive State with the Web service. The KCI can be de-
duced in real-time by the Context Models on the client side,
which uses the centralized management module to locate and
retrieve the information in both push and pull modes. Hence,
the KCI can be served to the Context Application Layer in two
ways: 1) Internet services directly query and gain the specific
KCI; 2) Internet services subscribe to the specific KCI change
notification service.
The Internet services and its protocol stack are located within

the Context Application Layer, where they do not necessarily
need to know the details of the captured raw context data but
directly make use of the deducedKCI. Furthermore, a set of con-
trol rules are required to trigger the actions when the UCS or the
UIS is delivered to the Context Application Layer. In principle,
designing and implementing the control rules is a service-spe-
cific task, where minor changes on the original service and its
underlying communication protocols may be required.
The defined KCI, i.e., the UCS and the UIS, belongs to

the parameter set of the
attribute for assessing the QoE. Specifically, given

is the UIS, '
can only be set to 0 regardless of the values in the other
attributes. The main reason is that the UIS implies no
interaction between the end-user and the Internet service,
and hence the service performance as well as the assigned
resource has little influence on the end-user's subjective
satisfaction. For example, when the end-user is in the UIS
with the YouTube service, the corresponding end-user's QoE
would be always 0 no matter how much uplink bandwidth on
the server side is allocated to this client. Based on such fact,
the QoE-aware resource distribution should provide higher
priority in allocating any limited resource to the Internet clients
in the UCS, and thus enhance their end-user's QoE.
Base on the two categories of the KCI deduced by the built

context-aware system, we propose a novel QoE-aware resource
distribution framework incentivizing context sharing and mod-
erate competition.

IV. A RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION FRAMEWORK

The proposed resource distribution framework consists of a
basic three-step workflow, and two algorithms running in the
first step and the third step, respectively. In this section, we first
present the workflow, and sequentially describe the design is-
sues of the two required algorithms called the Willingness Up-
date Algorithm (WUA) and the Resource Distribution Algo-
rithm (RDA). Based on the deduced KCI, i.e., the UCS and the
UIS, we design a conceptually simple and concrete WUA and
RDA respectively. Finally, we provide a theoretical analysis of
the proposed framework with the designed algorithms.
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Fig. 2. Time slot divided into the initialization period and the hold period.

A. Framework Workflow

Assume that basic units of the limited resource are held by
the server (or server cluster), which is termed resource owner in
this framework. The limited resource can be of different types,
such as worker thread, bandwidth or CPU time. A finite set of
Internet clients, denoted by , , , com-
pete for the given limited resource. All Internet clients transfer
and update their latest KCI to the resource owner through inter-
operable communication protocols or mechanisms, e.g., XML
Protocol (XMLP) [18] or JAVA RMI (Remote Method Invoca-
tion) [19]. The resource owner maintains a database to store and
manage the delivered KCI with the timestamp of its recent up-
date. Since the clients only need to update their newly changed
KCI to the resource owner, synchronization between the In-
ternet clients and the resource owner is not required. On the
resource owner side, the time domain is divided into fixed-size
time slots, denoted as , . As shown in
Fig. 2, each individual time slot is further divided into two parts:
Initialization Period and Hold Period. The resource distribution
process only occurs in the Initialization Period, while its results
effect the entire subsequent Hold Period. The Initialization Pe-
riod should only occupy a small portion of the time slot length,
e.g., 5% to 10%. Within each Initialization Period, the interac-
tion steps between the resource owner and the Internet clients,
i.e., the basic workflow of the resource distribution framework,
can be described as follows:
1) According to the current and historical KCI, the resource

owner first performs the Willingness Update Algorithm
(WUA) to calculate its willingness value for each Internet
client. The willingness value, say , reflects the
amount of the resource that the resource owner is willing
to offer to client during the current time slot . After
performing the WUA, the resource owner immediately
informs each client the assigned willingness value.

2) After receiving the assigned willingness value, each client,
say , takes a proper strategy to select a bidding value

and sends it back to the resource owner. The bidding
value reflects the amount of the resource that client

expects to obtain from the resource owner during the
current time slot . Meanwhile, based on its bidding value

, a set of control rules on the client side need to be
determined on a case-by-case basis.

3) With all the received bidding values as well as the orig-
inal willingness values, the resource owner executes the
Resource Distribution Algorithm (RDA) to obtain the final
resource distribution result. The result , is
the amount of the resource finally assigned to client for
the current time slot . Based on the final resource distri-
bution result, a set of control rules on the server side need
to be determined on a case-by-case basis.

Fig. 3. Three steps of the resource distribution framework workflow.

The above three-step procedure describes the basic workflow
of the resource distribution framework, which is illustrated in
Fig. 3. STEP 1 and STEP 3 of the framework workflow re-
quire the WUA and the RDA, which will be discussed in the
following subsections, respectively. STEP 2 requires a proper
bidding strategy, which will be discussed in the theoretical anal-
ysis subsection.
The proposed three steps need to be sequentially executed,

and each step is an independent and indispensable process.
At STEP 1, the resource owner calculates the preliminary
resource distribution results based only on its clients' historical
and current context information, and then informs each client.
At STEP 2, each client takes the initiative in requesting the
limited resource. At STEP 3, the resource owner calculates
the final distribution results based on the outcomes of both
STEP 1 (clients' context information) and STEP 2 (clients'
request behaviors).
Remark 1: If any individual client cannot timely provide its

bidding value before STEP 3 starts, the resource owner then
assumes that the client uses the given willingness value as its
bidding value.
Remark 2: The basic unit of the limited resource is selected

depending on the resource characteristics and the usage case.
For example, in theWeb system, the single worker thread can be
chosen as the basic unit of the limited resource. In the YouTube
streaming system, 512 Kbps can be set as the basic unit for
the uplink bandwidth on the server side, since the YouTube
servers currently use the “block sending” method with the con-
stant block size of 64 KB [5].

B. Willingness Update Algorithm
In STEP 1 of the workflow, the willingness value re-

flects the amount of resource that the resource owner is willing
to offer to client during time slot . The main objective of
introducing the willingness value concept and the WUA is to
make a preliminary resource distribution based only on the KCI
of the Internet clients. The following design principles for the
WUA are proposed:
• Group all Internet clients into multiple classes according
to their current and historical KCI.

• Incentivize the prioritized class by assigning its members
higher willingness values, while the prioritized classes
should take into account both positive and negative KCI.

• The sum of the assigned willingness values equals to the
total amount of the available limited resource.

To demonstrate the above design principles, we present a
simple and practical WUA, which specifically works with the
deduced UCS and UIS. For each Internet client, say , we
first introduce a new variable called the duration ratio which
is defined as , where and

are the cumulative times spent by client in the UCS
and the UIS over the previous time slots, respectively. At the
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beginning of each time slot, say , the resource owner catego-
rizes all clients into four classes according to the client's current
KCI, denoted as , and its duration ratio :

where is a threshold parameter that needs to be specified by
the resource owner. Classes and include all the clients
currently in the UCS, while requires a small , i.e., a
high proportion of the UIS duration over the previous time
slots. Classes and involve all the clients currently in the
UIS, while requires that its members keep staying in the UIS
during the previous time slots. In principle, class has the
highest priority among all classes. In other words, a client cur-
rently in the UCS would receive large willingness value from
the WUA, given that it spent enough time in the UIS over the
previous time slots. On the other hand, class has the lowest
priority, because its members never transit back to the UCS over
the previous time slots. The priority order of classes and

may alter depending on the usage case and the resource type.
Such classification essentially facilitates the resource owner in-
centivizing both the UCS update and the UIS update from the
Internet clients.
By leveraging on the above described four classes, we present

a conceptually simple implementation of WUA based on the
lottery scheduling [20]. The lottery scheduling is a simple ran-
domized allocation mechanism: the allocation rights are repre-
sented by lottery tickets that are distributed among the partici-
pates. Each allocation is determined by holding a lottery. The
reward is granted to the participant having the winning ticket
in every round. In the proposed WUA, the clients in the same
class, say , receive an equal number of tickets, denoted as ,

. Given is the total number of clients in class
, the following pseudo-code describes how the WUA calcu-

lates the willingness values for the current time slot .
The WUA first clears the willingness values assigned in the

previous time slot. It then distributes different number of tickets
to each client according to its class, and calculates the total
number of tickets used for the current time slot, i.e., . By
multiplying an amplification factor with the total amount of re-
source , the WUA obtains the value and accordingly holds

rounds of lottery. In each round, the willingness value of the
winning client is increased by 1. Finally, the willingness values
are all divided by the same factor to ensure that their sum
equals to . Note that if the original is sufficiently large, the
amplification factor can be simply set to 1 in the algorithm.
Theoretically, the probability that a client given

tickets will win a lottery with a total of tickets is simply
. After identical lotteries, the expected willing-

ness value of that client is , with a variance .
Accordingly, the assigned willingness value fol-
lows the binomial distribution, which can be denoted as

. The corresponding coefficient of variation
equals to , which indicates that the disparity
between the actual assigned willingness value and its expected
value decreases with . Briefly, the expected willingness

value assigned to a client is proportional to its share of the
total ticket number. Hence, the resource owner can prioritize
class by simply providing more tickets to its clients, i.e.,
increasing . In practice, the time span parameter and ,

can be a constant or dynamically configured by
the resource owner in terms of its priority policy and real-time
workload.

Algorithm 1Willingness Update Algorithm (WUA)

Input: , and , , , .

Output: Willingness values , .

1: , ;

2: Provide , , and lottery tickets to each client
in classes , , and , respectively;

3: ;

4: ;

5: for do

6: Randomly pick one ticket from a total of tickets,
denoted by ;

7: ifthe player has the ticket then

8: ;

9: , ;

As a non-deterministic algorithm, the proposed WUA allo-
cates resources in an unpredictable order by holding lotteries,
and thus each client in the same class is given the same chance of
winning the willingness values. Moreover, the proposed WUA
inherently allows multiple outcomes, some of which may have
a low probability but still possibly occur. For example, when re-
sources are extremely scarce, the clients in classes , and

still have some chances of winning their own willingness
values. Lastly, the algorithm is conceptually simple to demon-
strate the WUA design principles, and requires no more spe-
cial operations and configurations to trivially support dynamic
system environments.
Remark 3: For the new clients that request to join the re-

source distribution process, they have to wait until the new time
slot starts. However, their KCI during the waiting time slot, say

, can be regarded as being in the UIS, and thus they would
be grouped into class in their first time slot .
Remark 4: Besides the lottery scheduling algorithm, many

deterministic algorithms, e.g., Deterministic Stride Scheduling
[20], can also be used to design a newWUA, whichmay provide
a better accuracy, consistent behavior and easier implementa-
tion.
Remark 5: The threshold parameter in the proposed WUA

is used to restrict the number of clients classified into class .
Note that an overly large value of theta would lead all clients
in the UCS to be assigned into class , while an unduly low
value of theta would result all clients in the UCS to be assigned
into class . The value of is greatly affected by the duration
distribution of the UCS clients, and we will further illustrate it
in Section V.
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Fig. 4. Three bucket groups in the Resource Distribution Algorithm.

C. Resource Distribution Algorithm

In STEP 3 of the framework workflow, the resource owner
executes the Resource Distribution Algorithm (RDA) to obtain
the resource distribution result of the current time slot. The fol-
lowing design principles for the RDA are proposed:
• The Internet client, who requests a reasonable amount of
the resource, should be allocated a fair portion of the lim-
ited resource. The Internet client, who behaves aggres-
sively, should be allocated less or even no resource.

• Any two Internet clients, who both adopt moderate bidding
strategies and receive the same willingness value, should
be allocated similar amount of the limited resource.

• The final resource allocation result should achieve a high
level of satisfaction from the perspectives of both the In-
ternet clients and the resource owner.

• The RDA should strive to preserve the scalability, effi-
ciency and responsiveness of the original system and its
services.

Assume that the willingness values from the resource owner
and the bidding values from the Internet clients are given, we
present a practical RDA based on the so-called water filling
algorithms [21], [22]. Each Internet client, say , is treated
as a bucket with an area and a width as shown
in Fig. 4. Each bucket has a bottom thickness ,
and accordingly its total height amounts to .
The height of the bucket reflects the aggressiveness level of
the client: higher bucket indicates more aggressiveness. The
main task of the RDA is to divide all the buckets (clients)
into three groups according to their height: the “moderate”
group, the “normal” group and the “aggressive” group, de-
noted as , and

, . For the clients in
group , the RDA fulfils all their demands, i.e., offering their
bidding amounts of the resource. For the clients in group ,
the RDA partially satisfies their demands by offering a certain
amount of resource, which ensures that all buckets in group

reach the same final height, denoted by . For the clients
in group , the RDA does not offer any resource to them.
Fig. 4 illustrates the general distribution result of the RDA.
The RDA can be expressed by the pseudo-code in

Algorithm 2, which consists of three routines. Routine 1 and
Routine 2 pick out the clients in group and group respec-
tively, and Routine 3 calculates the final resource distribution
results. In Routine 1, the RDA successively selects a bucket
from the shortest one and assumes it to be the last member of
group . Then the RDA calculates the corresponding amount

Algorithm 2 Resource Distribution Algorithm (RDA)

1: Input: , and , for the current time slot.

2: Output: Resource distribution results , .

3: Init: , , , and
sort all clients in ascending order, denoted by

.

4: Routine 1:

5: for do

6: ;

7: ;

8: while do

9: ;

10: ;

11: if then

12: ;

13: , ;

14: else

15: ;

16: , exit for;

17: Routine 2:

18: for do

19: if then

20: ;

21: else if then

22: ;

23: if then

24: ;

25: else

26: ;

27: exit for;

28: Routine 3:

29:
;

30: ;
.

of the required resource : if is less than the available amount
of resource , the selected bucket would be assigned to group

and the same procedure is applied to the next taller bucket;
otherwise the RDA records the leftover resource and jumps to
Routine 2. In Routine 2, the RDA successively selects a bucket
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from the tallest one and assumes it to be the first member of
group . Then it calculates the corresponding amount of the
required resource : if is larger than the leftover resource, the
selected bucket would be assigned to group and the same
procedure is applied to the next shorter bucket; otherwise the
RDA ends. Because Routine 1 and Routine 2 have picked out
all the members of groups and , the remaining buckets
would be automatically assigned to group . Thus, Routine 3
first calculates the final height in group and then makes
the final distribution.
Note that the prerequisite of running the given RDA is

, which means that the sum of all bidding values
exceeds the total amount of resource. When ,
the resource owner can simply regard all clients as “mod-
erate” clients and offers their bidding amount of resource, i.e.,

, .
Remark 6: The classic water-filling algorithm, as well as

the lottery scheduling, had been introduced and utilized in dif-
ferent systems and areas: the mechanism for P2P networks in
[23] is designed based on the same water-filling algorithm, and
accordingly exhibits some similar system properties as ours.
However, our algorithm design principles, algorithm implemen-
tations, context-driven design objectives, system performance
gains and the framework applicable areas are all distinct from
the previous research work.

D. Theoretical Analysis and Discussion

In the previous subsections, we have presented the WUA
and the RDA, which are required in STEP 1 and STEP 3 of
the framework workflow respectively. In STEP 2, a bidding
strategy needs to be independently determined by the individual
Internet client. In this subsection, we demonstrate that the In-
ternet clients are motivated to actively share their actual Key
Context Knowledge and moderately compete with a theoretical
analysis. In addition, we also prove that the distribution results
of the framework always maximize a particular form of the so-
cial welfare function.
The basic workflow of the framework determines the

three-step interaction process between the resource owner and
its clients. Such an interaction process can be modeled and
analyzed as a non-cooperative game: all the Internet clients
can be regarded as the game players; each game player can
independently choose a bidding strategy to maximize its own
payoff; the given WUA and the RDA jointly work as the utility
function and the final resource distribution results are the pay-
offs for each game player. Hence, we adopt the non-cooperative
game theory tool to analyze the resource distribution process.
Lemma 1: Under the proposed framework with the given

WUA and RDA, any Internet client, say , who bids the as-
signed willingness value, i.e., , can be guar-
anteed to receive its bidding amount of resource, i.e.,

, regardless of other clients' bidding strategy.
Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix.

Lemma 2: Under the proposed framework with the given
WUA and RDA, the bidding strategy profile

is the unique
pure-strategy Nash equilibrium in time slot .

Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix.
Proposition 1: Under the proposed resource distribution

framework with the given WUA and RDA, the best policy for

any individual Internet client is to share its actual KCI, i.e.,
either the UCS or the UIS, and meanwhile adopt a moderate
bidding strategy to compete for the limited resource.

Proof: As mentioned earlier, in general, all the Internet
clients are rational and selfish in nature, and thus they always
attempt to acquire more resource regardless of others. The pro-
posed framework with the given WUA and RDA addresses it
from both the context sharing and resource bidding aspects:
1) Context Sharing: in the given WUA, the highest priori-

tized class requires a high proportion of the UIS du-
ration over the previous time slots. Meanwhile, classes

and have the same priority in the WUA. Hence,
for any rational Internet client temporarily in the UIS and
not starving, the best policy is not to hide the UIS but to
quickly update it to the resource owner. As a result, when
its UCS resumes, such a client will be most probably clas-
sified into class and accordingly receive a higher will-
ingness value. Lemma 1 shows that the higher willing-
ness value received, the more resource can be guaranteed
to gain from the resource owner. In other words, timely
update of negative KCI to the resource owner would be
incentivized by allocating more resource when the client
transits back to the positive KCI. To prevent the Internet
client manipulating its KCI update to improve its payoff,
the value of the time span parameter used in the dura-
tion ratio can be dynamically configured by the resource
owner and not be made public to the clients. In short, mo-
tivated by such specific service differentiation mechanism,
the best policy for any rational Internet client is to actively
share its actual KCI.

2) Resource Bidding: when any selfish client, say , at-
tempts to acquire more resource by adopting aggressive
bidding strategies, i.e., , Lemma 2 shows
that such a client would deviate itself far from the system
unique Nash equilibrium . As a result, the client
cannot gain more resource to improve its payoff, but
receives less or even no resource from the resource owner.
Because adopting aggressive bidding strategies suffers a
significant reduction in the finally allocated resource, the
best policy for any rational Internet client is to adopt a
moderate bidding strategy.

In short, the proposed resource distribution framework ef-
fectively motivates context sharing and moderate competition
among Internet clients.
Lemma 3: Under the proposed framework with the given

WUA (Algorithm 1) and RDA (Algorithm 2), the distribution
results solves the following optimiza-
tion problem:

(1)

where and , , are the willingness values and
the bidding values, respectively, in time slot .

Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix.
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Proposition 2: Under the resource distribution framework
with the given WUA (Algorithm 1) and RDA (Algorithm 2),
the resource distribution results maximize a specific social wel-
fare function in all time slots.

Proof: On the resource owner side, the latest willingness
value, say , can reflect the resource owner's satisfaction
degree with Internet client in terms of its current and histor-
ical KCI. On the Internet client side, the value ,
i.e., the ratio of the finally assigned resource to its initial bidding
amount, can reflect the satisfaction degree of client with its
resource distribution result in the current time slot . Hence,
we can choose function to
simply describe the social welfare in time slot , which con-
siders the satisfactions from both the resource owner and all the
Internet clients.
Given a condition that each client cannot receive more

resource than its bidding amount, maximizing the above social
welfare function is equivalent to optimization problem (1).
Lemma 3 has proven that the resource distribution result in
any given time slot solves optimization problem (1). Hence,
the resource distribution results always maximize the selected
social welfare function in all time slots.
Remark 7: Many other functions, which consider satisfac-

tions of the resource owner and Internet clients, can also be used
to model the social welfare. The given distribution results of the
proposed framework may not be their optimal solution.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE CASE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To demonstrate how the proposed framework operates in
practice, we take the Web system as an illustrative case. As
mentioned earlier, the resource owner, namely the Web server,
holds a limited number of the worker threads, which often face
the excessive competition from the Web clients. In this case,
the Web client refers to the individual end-user and his Web
browser(s). We assume that the KCI of each Web client, i.e.,
the UCS and the UIS, can be deduced in a timely way and
delivered to the Web server. At the beginning of each time
slot, i.e., in STEP 1 of the Initialization Period, the Web server
first executes the given WUA to obtain the willingness values
for all Web clients and immediately informs each client of
their assigned willingness value. In STEP 2, each Web client
needs to decide how many worker threads to bid for the current
time slot, and the bidding value is essentially the number of
parallel HTTP connection requests sent by the Web browser.
Considering the given RDA running on the Web server side,
any rational Web client, say , would behave moderately and
choose a bidding value close to . In this case,
Web client can simply adopt a bidding strategy as follows:

(2)

where is the ceiling function. Accordingly, the control rules
implemented on the client side actively adjust the number of
parallel HTTP connections that the Web browser sends to the
Web server. Given that is the number of established
HTTP persistent connections between the Web browser and the
Web server over the previous time slot , the following con-
trol rules can be implemented on the Web browser of client
based on the bidding strategy (2):

1) IF , THEN the Web browser immedi-
ately initiates new HTTP connection
requests to the Web server.

2) IF , THEN the Web browser takes no
action.

The above control rules indicate that the Web client does not
need to perform the connection termination tasks, which are left
for the server side. In ideal circumstances, equals to
the resource distribution result of the previous time slot, i.e.,

.
In STEP 3, the Web server collects all the bidding values

and executes the given RDA to obtain the resource distribution
results for the current time slot, i.e., , . Given that

, the following control rules can be
implemented on the Web server side:
1) IF , THEN the Web server gracefully ter-

minates established HTTP persistent connections
with the Web client .

2) IF , THEN the Web server takes no action on
client .

The above control rules on the server side essentially enable
the Web server to take back the worker threads from the aggres-
sive Web clients and accomplish the result of the RDA. Note
that the given RDA guarantees the distribution result

, , and thus it is unnecessary to consider the case
in the above control rules.

Remark 8: Considering that the given WUA and RDA are
running on the Web server side, it is reasonable for any com-
mercial Web browsers to stop arbitrarily increasing the limit
of parallel persistent connections per server, but adopt a proper
competition policy similar to the moderate bidding strategy (2).
We have implemented the proposed framework as well as the

above described control rules on a conventional Web system.
On the Web server side, we have selected Apache HTTP Server
2.2.15, as it is a popular open-source Web server. In order to im-
plement the control rules and the two algorithms, we have mod-
ified a small part of the Apache source code, which implements
the HTTP protocol and the thread pool management. Then we
re-compile the server under the Linux 2.6.28 and connect it to
a MySQL database recording all the Web clients' KCI with the
timestamp. On the Web client side, we use a HTTP request gen-
erator to emulate multiple Web clients. Each client switches be-
tween the UCS and the UIS, which follows a similar state tran-
sition model given in [4]: the UCS duration is exponentially dis-
tributed with the mean value of 20 seconds, and the UIS dura-
tion is exponentially distributed with themean value of 62.5 sec-
onds. During the UCS period, eachWeb client makes sequential
HTTP requests following a homogeneous Poisson process with
a rate of 30 requests per minute. In the UIS period, each Web
client stops generating HTTP requests and keeps silent.
The total amount of the limited resource is set to 256 units,

namely the default maximum number of parallel worker threads
allowed in an Apache HTTP server. The time slot length has
been set to 10 seconds equally, where STEP 1 and STEP 2 of
the Initialization Period are required to be completed in 800 ms.
In the given WUA, the threshold parameter and the duration
parameter are set to 3.0 and 2, respectively. The ticket num-
bers given to each class, i.e., , , are set to 4, 2,
2, 0, respectively. The amplification factor used in the WUA
is set to 10. In addition, a small positive constant is added to the
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Fig. 5. Network topology in the experiment.

to avoid a zero denominator when calculating the du-
ration ratio .
Our experimental hardware setup involves five hosts

equipped with Duo Intel T7300 2.00 GHz processors and 2-GB
RAM. One host runs the modified Apache HTTP Server, and
others run the HTTP request generator to act as multiple Web
clients. We adopt Dummynet [24], a widely used tool to enforce
queue delay and packet loss, to emulate operating in a wide area
network (WAN) environment. We enable its delay function and
set it to 50 ms for both direction of each link. Thus, the round
trip time (RTT) is around 150 ms, which includes the database
access time. The experiment topology is depicted in Fig. 5.
We select four typical scenarios to demonstrate the framework
performance and its important properties. The experiments
run for 30 time slots each round, and we repeat 10 times for
each example to average out fluctuations caused by the random
variables in the algorithms.
Example 1 (QoE-Aware Service Differentiation): We first

consider 500 clients competing for the 256 worker threads. All
clients share their actual KCI including the negative UIS, and
adopt the moderate bidding strategy (2). Fig. 6(a) illustrates
the average number of worker threads finally assigned to the
individual client in the four classes categorized by the WUA.
Fig. 6(b) illustrates the number of the clients in each class.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the enhancement of the average end-user's
QoE on Web browsing.
In the traditional Web system with FIFO queue and drop-tail

queue management, 500 concurrent clients competing for 256
worker threads would result in almost half of the clients waiting
in the pending connection queue or being simply blocked. Under
the proposed resource distribution framework, Fig. 6(a) shows
that the Web clients who are currently in the UCS and hold high
proportion of the UIS duration over the previous two time slots,
i.e., the members of class , obtain around two worker threads
on average from the Web server. The Web clients who actively
transit from the UCS to the UIS in the previous two time slots,
i.e., the members of class , can also obtain one worker threads
on average.Meanwhile, the clients who are currently in the UCS
but hold a low proportion of the UIS duration, i.e., the members
of class , also obtain nearly one worker threads, since the
same number of tickets are assigned to classes and in

Fig. 6. Service differentiation under the resource distribution framework. (a)
Average number of worker threads allocated to individual client in different
classes; (b) number of the clients in the four classes.

Fig. 7. A comparison of the average end-user's QoE on Web browsing.

the WUA. The Web clients who have stayed in the UIS for the
previous two time slots, i.e. the members of class , receive
nothing from the resource owner.
For assessing the end-user's QoE, prior studies [25], [26]

have systematically investigated the quantitative relationship
between the QoE and the Web page download time. Shaikh et
al. [25] shows that the exponential relationship gives the best
correlation result: , where is the
the Web page download time. Meanwhile, the Opinion Score
has been used to rate the QoE: , ,

, , . As indicated earlier, the
abovemathematical relationship is valid only when the end-user
keeps interacting with the Web service, namely the clients that
are in the UCS. Otherwise, the QoE would be always 0 no
matter how much resource is allocated to the clients in the UIS.
Hence, in each time slot, we simply compute the average down-
load time of all the Web clients in the UCS, and then obtain
the corresponding QoE value by using the given quantitative
relationship. For the purpose of comparison, we also conduct
the experiment and analysis on a conventional Web system with
the FIFO queue and drop-tail queue management. Fig. 7 depicts
the average end-user's QoE in both cases: we clearly see that the
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Fig. 8. A comparison between the honest client and the dishonest client.
(a) Amount of the resource allocated to client A and client B; (b) KCI transitions
of client A and client B.

system with the proposed framework maintains a much higher
QoE than the conventional Web system. The main reason is that
the proposed framework provides service differentiation and
successfully allocates the limited worker threads to the starving
clients, i.e., the members in classes , and , while the
traditional Web system only uniformly treats all the incoming
HTTP requests that would result in a large queueing delay for
the starving clients. Moreover, the Web page transmission time
can also be reduced when multiple worker threads, e.g., two
worker threads for the member of class , can be allocated to
the same starving client. Note that it is difficult to establish a
quantitative relationship between the end-user's QoE and the
number of the allocated worker threads due to lack of reliable
models of the Web server and the Internet.
In short, the experimental results confirm that the framework

effectively provides the QoE-aware service differentiation in
terms of the current and historical KCI, and significantly en-
hances the end-user's QoE.
Example 2 (Context Sharing): We still consider 500 clients,

among which client A and client B always have the same KCI
during all the time slots as shown in Fig. 8(b). Client A pur-
posely never updates its UIS to the resource owner but fraudu-
lently informs the resource owner the UCS. Client B honestly
updates its KCI transitions to the resource owner. Both of them
adopt the moderate bidding strategy (2). Fig. 8(a) demonstrates
the final resource distribution results of the two clients.
As shown in Fig. 8, during the 1st and the 2nd time slots,

both client A and client B are allocated two worker threads, be-
cause theWUA groups the new clients into class . Both client
A and client B transit from the UCS to the UIS before the 3rd
time slot arrives, while only client B updates its transition to the
resource owner. Accordingly, client A and client B are grouped
into classes and respectively and are allocated oneworker
thread over the next two time slots. Then both clients switch
back to the UCS before the 5th time slot comes, and client B also
timely provides updates to the resource owner. Because client
B shares its UIS between the 3rd and the 4th time slot, it has a
lower duration ratio over the 5th and the 6th time slot.
Hence, client B can be grouped into class by the WUA and

Fig. 9. A comparison between the aggressive client and the moderate client.
(a) Client A (aggressive); (b) Client B (moderate).

is allocated two worker threads during its UCS period. Mean-
while, client A cannot receive any more worker threads and still
stays in class over the 5th and the 6th time slot, because it
never shares its negative UIS and thus its duration ratio
is kept high. In all the subsequent time slots, client B is always
allocated more resource than client A when it transits back to
the UCS, which is due to client B actively sharing its negative
UIS with the resource owner. Hence, the framework effectively
encourages the clients to provide their actual KCI.
Note that during the 13th and the 14th time slots, client B has

entered the long idle status, which indicates that its end-user has
not been interacting with the corresponding Web page for more
than two time slots. Hence, it is reasonable that the framework
allocates less or even no worker thread to client B during this
period. The saved worker threads are assigned to the starving
clients by theWeb server. In addition, dynamically adjusting the
number of lottery tickets for each class, i.e., , and the threshold
parameter in the WUA can enable the incentivization mecha-
nism to be more adaptive and responsive.
Example 3 (Moderate Competition): We still consider the

500 concurrent clients, among which client A and client B
always receive similar willingness values from the resource
owner. Client A adopts an aggressive policy that keeps sending
six parallel HTTP persistent connection requests to the Web
server, i.e., bidding six worker threads. Client B adopts the
given moderate bidding strategy (2) and the corresponding
client-side control rules. Both of them provide their actual KCI
to the Web server. The received willingness values, the bidding
values and the final distribution results of client A and client B
are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b), respectively.
As shown in Fig. 9(a), client A adopts an aggressive strategy

and its bidding value 6 is much higher than the given willingness
values. As a result, client A obtains almost no worker thread
from theWeb server in each time slot. On the contrary, the client
B adopts the moderate strategy that the bidding value is always
close to the assigned willingness value and the corresponding
control rules. As a result, client B successfully gains a reason-
able number of worker threads in each time slot as shown in
Fig. 9(b). From the final distribution results of the two compa-
rable clients, we see that the framework guarantees themoderate
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Fig. 10. Framework adaptivity in terms of the total client number. (a) Average
number of worker threads allocated to individual client in different classes; (b)
fluctuations in the total client number.

clients to receive their fair portion of the limited resource, and
meanwhile penalizes the aggressive clients by decreasing the
allocated resource. Hence, it effectively incentivizes moderate
competition among the Internet clients.
Example 4 (Adaptability): We further investigate the per-

formance of the framework under a dynamic condition where
there are significant fluctuations in the total client number. As
shown in Fig. 10(b), only 200 clients compete during the first
eight time slots. From the 9th time slot onwards, the total client
number dramatically increases to 500 and holds for the subse-
quent eight time slots. From the 16th time slot onwards, the total
client number drops back to 200 for another eight time slots and
then increases to 500 again.
Fig. 10(a) illustrates the system performance under such dy-

namic conditions. We see that the framework can still effec-
tively provide the QoE-aware service differentiation: when the
total number of clients is 200, the individual client in class
receives around five worker threads on average, and the indi-
vidual client in classes or obtains more than two worker
threads on average. When the total number of clients dramati-
cally increases to 500, the framework quickly adjusts its willing-
ness values and the distribution results are similar to Example 1,
which also demonstrates the stability of the framework. In short,
this example illustrates that the proposed framework can grace-
fully handle both the heavy workload and the light workload
situations.
Remark 9: The additional stress tests shows that the dedi-

cated time slots in the proposed framework have little negative
impact on the system performance, given that time constraints
are imposed on the Initialization Period and the resource owner
re-allocates resources in a timely manner.
Remark 10: The threshold parameter used in our Web

system is determined through the following process: First, we
select 0.8 as the expected ratio of the client number in class
to class , namely 4/9 of the UCS clients are expected to be
assigned into class . Second, given the exponential distri-
bution of the UCS duration with the mean value 20 seconds,

we obtain that the probability of a client staying in the UCS
shorter than 16 seconds is 44.9% (approximately equal to 4/9).
Third, we have 4.0 as the initial value of by using

, where the time slot length and the parameter are 10
seconds and 2 seconds respectively in our Web system. Fourth,
we further fine-tune after the system has been deployed and
adjust to 3.0, as it achieves the expected UCS client ratio and
high average QoE Opinion Score.

VI. CONCLUSION
Motivated by the availability of the Internet client's context

information, we present a novel resource distribution frame-
work that provides QoE-aware service differentiation, and
meanwhile incentivizes context-sharing and moderate competi-
tion. By leveraging on the selfish but rational nature of Internet
clients, the proposed framework efficiently allocates limited
resources to the real starving end-users. The framework con-
sists of a three-step workflow as well as the required WUA and
RDA algorithms. The resource distribution process is modeled
as a non-cooperative game, which guides all clients towards the
unique system Nash equilibrium. We further prove that under
the framework, the best policy for any Internet clients is to
provide their actual KCI and self-enforce moderate competition
policies. Moreover, we show that the final resource distribution
results maximize a particular form of social welfare function.
As an illustrative example, the proposed framework is imple-
mented on a World Wide Web system, and the experimental
results confirm that all of the original design goals are achieved.
These contributions lay a solid foundation for future work:
• Besides the Web system and the streaming media system,
the proposed resource framework can explore its applica-
tions in other Internet systems and services and manage
new types of limited resources.

• With rapid advancements in context-aware computing,
more significant and applicable KCI of Internet clients
would be captured or deduced. Accordingly, the frame-
work can be further developed to utilize new KCI to
manage underlying resources.

• Methods to describe and establish a generic relationship
between the end-user's QoE and the amount of allocated
resource require further study.

Our work reveals the fact that proper utilization of the valu-
able Internet client's context information can improve different
Internet system's performance and enhance the corresponding
end-user's QoE.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1, 2 AND 3

Lemma 1: Under the proposed resource distribution frame-
work with the givenWUA and RDA, any Internet client, say ,
who bids the assigned willingness value, i.e., ,
can be guaranteed to receive its bidding amount of resource, i.e.,

, regardless of other clients' bidding strategy.
Proof: In STEP 1, the given WUA satisfies

, i.e., the sum of the assigned willingness
values equals to the total amount of resource. Hence, we have

(3)
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In STEP 3, the given RDA classifies all clients into three
groups , and

, where , and guarantees
that all the members in group reach the same final height .
Consider and are the last member of groups and
respectively, we have

(4)

where the time expression can be omitted within any indi-
vidual time slot. Consider all the clients of receiving their
bidding amount and (4), the amount of the resource assigned to
group , denoted by , satisfies

Similarly, the amount of the resource assigned to group ,
denoted by , satisfies

The amount of the resource assigned to group , denoted by
, satisfies

Hence, the amount of the resource assigned to all the clients
satisfies

(5)

Because only the clients in group receive their bidding
amount of resource, we need to prove that the given client
must be assigned to group of the RDA. Apparently, there are
two possible cases that is not in group :
1) Client is assigned to group : consider as

well as (3) and (4), we have . Together
with (5), we get

The above inequality shows that the total assigned resource
is less than the total available resource, which conflicts
with the actual outcome of the given RDA. Hence, it is
impossible that client is assigned to group .

2) Client is assigned to group : consider as
well as (3) and (4), we have . Together
with (5), we get

The above inequality also conflicts with the outcome of the
given RDA, and thus it is impossible that client is assigned
to group by the RDA.
Therefore, any client, who bids the given willingness value,

can only be assigned to group , and accordingly receives its
bidding amount of resource regardless of other clients' bidding
strategies.
Lemma 2: Under the proposed framework with the given

WUA and RDA, the bidding strategy profile
is the unique

pure-strategy Nash equilibrium in time slot .
Proof: From Lemma 1 and the strategy profile , we have

(6)

where the time slot expression is omitted. Eqn. (6) shows that
the resource is just used up and all clients are assigned to group

. Consider Lemma 1, no individual client, say , could gain
more resource by a unilateral deviation from its initial bidding
strategy , given that all the other clients insist on their
own initial bidding strategy. Therefore, the strategy profile
is one pure-strategy Nash equilibrium of the competition game
in time slot .
Next, we prove the uniqueness of the derived Nash equilib-

rium. Assume that there exists another pure-strategy Nash equi-
librium and the corresponding distribution
result . The Nash equilibrium and the
result must satisfy the condition

; (7)

Otherwise, the client, say , which receives , can
improve its payoff by unilaterally change its bidding strategy
to . Lemma 1 guarantees the new result .
Eqn. (7) indicates that any other Nash equilibrium requires

at least one client be assigned to group and no client be
assigned to group . Hence, there are three possible cases:
1) Only one client, say , in group , i.e., and

: in this case, there always exists a small
positive constant , such that the following condition can
be satisfied:

Hence, client can always improve its payoff from
to by unilaterally increasing its bidding value from

to . More generally, when only one client is as-
signed to group , any clients in group can gain more
resource by cautiously adding a small positive constant to
its initial bidding value. Hence, no Nash equilibrium exists
in this case.

2) Multiple but not all clients in group , i.e., ,
, and : in this case,

any client in group , e.g. , can also improve its payoff
from to by unilaterally increasing its bidding
value from to , given satisfying
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Hence, no Nash equilibrium exists in this case as well.
3) All clients in group , i.e., , and

: in this case, the given RDA guarantees

(8)

where is the final height in group . Equation (8) in-
dicates that there always exists a positive constant

, such that client can improve its payoff by uni-
laterally decreasing its bidding value from to .
More generally, when all clients are assigned to group ,
any client can improve its payoff by cautiously reducing
its bidding value. Hence, no Nash equilibrium exists in the
third possible case.

Because no pure-strategy Nash equilibrium exists in all
possible cases, the strategy profile is the unique
pure-strategy Nash equilibrium within any individual time slot
, .
Lemma 3: Under the proposed framework with the given

WUA and RDA, the distribution results
solves the following optimization problem:

(9)

where and , , are the willingness values and
the bidding values, respectively, in time slot .

Proof: After the logarithmic transformation of the given
objective function, the original optimization problem can be ex-
pressed equivalently as follows:

where the time slot expression is omitted. It is a convex opti-
mization problem, as the new objective function as well as all in-
equality constraints are continuously differentiable and convex.
In addition, because the inequality constraints satisfy Slater's
condition, then strong duality holds, i.e., the optimal duality
gap is zero. Hence, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
are necessary and sufficient conditions. To prove solves the
original optimization problem, if and only if satisfies the fol-
lowing KKT conditions:

where , are the Lagrange multipliers. For any Internet
client, i.e., , the KKT conditions can be further simplified
to the following equivalent conditions:

(10)
As long as the above conditions (10) are satisfied, the resource

distribution result solves the original optimization problem.
We consider two possible cases regarding the sum of bidding
values.
1) : in this case, the framework in STEP 3 exe-

cutes the given RDA, which ensures that . Since
all clients are divided into three groups, i.e., “moderate” group

, “normal” group and “aggressive” group , we con-
sider the most general situation that all three groups co-exist.
Note that the given RDA under the framework guarantees that
all the members in group reach the same final height , i.e.,

, where .
The “moderate” group satisfies , and accordingly

the conditions (10) require , and ,
where .
The “normal” group satisfies , and accord-

ingly the conditions (10) require , and ,
where .
The “aggressive” group satisfies , and accordingly

the conditions (10) require , and ,
where .
Consider all the above requirements together, we have

The above solution satisfies the conditions (10) for any client.
Therefore, the resource distribution result solves the initial
optimization problem.
2) : in this case, the resource is enough for all the

clients. As indicated earlier, the resource owner does not need
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to execute the given RDA, but simply satisfies each client, i.e.,
, . Let

The above solution satisfies the conditions (10) for any client
in this case. Hence, the distribution result also solves the
initial optimization problem.
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